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Answer: B
Explanation:
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/app-service-
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NEW QUESTION: 2
Consider an E-pipe service
1/1/1:6.
If the SAP 1/1/1:5 accepts
following is TRUE?
A. The frame egresses from
B. The frame egresses from
C. The frame egresses from
an outer VLAN tag of 6.
D. The frame egresses from
Answer: D

configured with SAP 1/1/1:5 and SAP
an ingress frame, which of the
1/1/1:6 with VLAN tag 5.
1/1/1:6 with no VLAN tag.
1/1/1:6 with an inner VLAN tag and
1/1/1:6 with VLAN tag 6.

NEW QUESTION: 3
DRAG DROP
You plan to deploy a cloud service named contosoapp. The
service includes a web role named contosowebrole. The web role
has an endpoint named restrictedEndpoint.
You need to allow access to restricted Endpoint only from your
office machine using the IP address
145.34.67.82.
Which values should you use within the service configuration
file? To answer, drag the appropriate value to the correct
location in the service configuration file. Each value may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
* Rule with lower order are applied first.
* We can selectively permit or deny network traffic (in the
management portal or from PowerShell) for a virtual machine
input endpoint by creating rules that specify "permit" or
"deny". By default, when an endpoint is created, all traffic is
permitted to the endpoint. So for that reason, it's important
to understand how to create permit/deny rules and place them in
the proper order of precedence to gain granular control over
the network traffic that you choose to allow to reach the
virtual machine endpoint. Note that at the instant you add one
or more "permit" ranges, you are denying all other ranges by
default. Moving forward from the first permit range, only
packets from the permitted IP range will be able to communicate
with the virtual machine endpoint.

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following models defines the name of the data,
data aliases, and description of system data?
A. Class model
B. Entity relationship
C. CRUD matrix
D. Data dictionary
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
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